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ABSTRACT 

Public space is widely appreciated in architectural design, for its freedom and flexibility to trigger a 
variety of social activities. However, in the college buildings, public space bears also the possibilities 
of self-access learning behavior, which is widely encouraged in the higher education. This paper is 
aiming to explore the effect of the morphology of public space on self-access learning behaviors 
within college buildings. In the research, a series of public spaces within college buildings of Inner 
Mongolia University of Technology (IMUT) are analyzed with Space Syntax, and investigated with 
mapping the learning behaviors and non-learning behaviors. Through the analysis of the above data, it 
shows that self-access learning behaviors tend to happen at the public space that is less visible and 
less accessible.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

Public space within public buildings generally has no specific functions but commonly considered 
significant. It provides a variety of possibilities of spontaneous behaviors, such as resting, meeting 
and chatting. As for college buildings, though the major place for learning are the rooms with specific 
functions, such as classrooms, laboratories, libraries and so forth, public space provides more 
flexibility and freedom, which is particularly suitable for self-access learning behaviors.  
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Previously a few researches on the public space of college buildings have been done, most of which 
are the general researches in relation to the design strategies.  “The Design and Research of the Public 
Space of Buildings of Contemporary University” (Zhang, 2010) summarized the typology of public 
space in college building into four types as atriums, corridors, courtyards and grey space (space 
between interior and exterior), and discussed about the key points of design. “Research of Informal 
Learning Space Design in College and University Education Buildings”(He, 2018) attached the 
concept of “Informal Learning” with the public space, and discussed the related design principles and 
strategies based on the environmental behavioral science. Also, a few researches are focused on the 
assessment of the quality of the public space.  “Evaluation of Enclosed Public Space Objectives Based 
on the SD Method —— A Case Study on Zone B of the No.6 Teaching Building in Tsinghua 
University”(Wang, 2007) employed Semantic Differential Method to conduct an assessment of the 
public space within a specific building, in the aspects of spatial quality, artistic quality, functionality, 
circulation, facility and management. And through the assessment, he summarized a few principles in 
relation with the quality of design.  

Though there have been some researches on the public space within the college building, few of them 
did empirical researches on the specific relationship between the behaviors of people and the 
morphologies of the public space. This paper is aiming to explore the effect of the morphology of 
public space on self-access learning behaviors within college buildings with the instrument of Space 
Syntax, with taking College buildings of Inner Mongolia University of Technology (IMUT) in the city 
Hohhot as examples.   

 

2. DATASETS AND METHODS  

2.1 Background 

College buildings contain various typologies. Within them, the ones specifically for education include 
buildings for public courses, buildings for particular schools, building for research (research centers 
and laboratories), and also buildings for teaching assistance (such as libraries and network centers), 
etc.  

This paper is focused on the morphology of public space and the self-access learning behaviors. 
Buildings for research and buildings for teaching assistance are for specific uses, and students come 
there are often guided by their specific purposes or tasks. Thus, those two types are ruled out, while 
the buildings for public courses and the buildings for particular schools are taken within the research 
scope.  

Within the major campus of IMUT, there are six buildings for public courses, i.e. “Main Building” 
“First Building”, “Second Building”, “Third Building”, “Fourth Building”, and “Science building”, as 
well as six buildings for particular schools, i.e. “Architecture Hall” (for Architecture School), “Civil 
Engineering Hall” (for Civil Engineering School) “Building of Engineering A” (for Mechanics 
School), “Building of Engineering B” (for Material School), “Building of Chemistry” (for Chemical 
Engineering School), and “Red Building”(for Aerospace School). 

As for public space, to focus on the self-access learning behaviors, which require static space and 
furniture, the circulation space is excluded from the public space. It narrows the range of public space 
of research into “the space linked to circulation space, equipped with furniture, free for access and 
stay”.  

2.2 Preliminary Investigation 
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The research object is to be clarified. A preliminary investigation to exam that if the public spaces 
within the above 12 buildings are capable of bearing learning behaviors is necessary. According to the 
preliminary analysis, two conditions are prerequisite: the enlarged space and the furniture.  

The enlarged space could be (semi-)independent space out of the circulation space or the enlarged 
circulation space itself, which makes learning behaviors possible. And the furniture is necessary for 
people to stay for a certain span of time.   

In the preliminary investigation, the results showed that only four of them have the furniture equipped 
in the public space, which are “Fourth Building”, “Science building”, “Architecture Hall” and  
“Building of Engineering A”. “Fourth Building” contains an enlarged lobby with tables and chairs in 
the corner. “Science building” contains an enlarged lobby with tables and chairs faced to the entrance 
on its first floor (the entrance is set on the first floor), and it contains an enlarged platform with raw 
chairs on its second floor. “Building of Engineering A” contains an enlarged space next to the vertical 
circulation space with tables and chairs in its first floor, and it contains also row chairs on its second 
floor. As for “Architecture Hall”, it contains two part of the building (Architecture Hall A and 
Architecture Hall B), only connected on their ground floor. It contains 21 enlarged spaces with tables, 
chairs, row chairs and benches.  

All of the public space (named as P1-P26) mentioned above are listed in the figure 1. Within them, the 
furniture in the P3 are fixed, while all the others are moveable.  

 

 

Fig.1. Public Space within Investigation 
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Based on the acquired data, those above four buildings are taken as the research objects. The research 
contains two aspects, the theoretical analysis and the empirical investigation. 

2.3 Theoretical Analysis 

In the theoretical analysis, the data of the above four buildings are acquired from the designing 
institutes, and then the plans contain public spaces are re-mapped according to the format of software 
DepthMapX. And then the Visibility Graph Analysis (VGA) is conducted, to acquire the related 
indices.  

The morphology of the public space is largely defined by its boundary. Since public space requires 
openness and flexibility, the different level of openness results in different morphological conditions. 
It is worth mentioning that the physical boundary is possible to exhibit a transparent characteristic. 
There are two possible cases, one is that transparent material is used, another is that the boundary is 
lower that the height of the human sight, or the openings are made on the physical boundaries.  

Consequently, the VGA is conducted twice, to make two different layers, i.e. the “walkable layer” and 
the “visible layer”. As a result, the different aspects of conditions of the boundaries could be 
distinguished.  

In the re-mapping process, the parapets, openings and transparent glass are regarded as the transparent 
boundaries (as block in “walkable layer”, while as the opening in “visible layer”). The frosted glass is 
regard as opaque boundaries (as block in both “walkable layer” and “visible layer”). As for windows 
on the external wall, it is regards as transparent or opaque boundaries according to the differences of 
height level between interior and exterior. If people from outside could see inside through the 
windows, the windows are regarded as transparent, otherwise as opaque. 

2.4 Empirical Investigation 

The major methods are observation and mapping. Self-access learning activities are supposed to last 
for a certain time, therefore during the mapping, only the activities over 5 minutes are recorded. Along 
with the activities of learning behaviors, for comparison the activities of non-learning behaviors over 
five minutes are also recorded.  

The investigation survey includes both weekdays and weekends, with the date set on Tuesday 
morning, Thursday afternoon, Saturday morning and Sunday afternoon. The specific time slots are set 
as 9:10-9:40, 10:20-10:50 and 15:10-15:40, 16:20-16:50, which is the class time, to avoid the 
interference of the students’ behaviors during break-time.  

 
 Date Time 

Weekday Tuesday (11th Dec) Morning 9:10-9:40; 10:20-10:50 
Thursday (13th Dec) Afternoon 15:10-15:40; 16:20-16:50 

Weekend Saturday (15th Dec) Morning 9:10-9:40; 10:20-10:50 
Sunday (16th Dec) Afternoon 15:10-15:40; 16:20-16:50 

Tab.1. Investigation Survey 

 

3. RESULTS  

3.1 Theoretical Analysis Results 
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To make the analysis by Space Syntax corresponding to the realistic conditions, the plans need to be 
modified. Firstly, each building contains more than one entrance, while for the convenience of 
management, most of entrances are closed. These entrances are considered as the transparent or 
opaque boundaries according to the material of the gates. Secondly, some spaces are closed during the 
investigation, the doors to those spaces are considered as transparent or opaque boundaries according 
to the material of the doors. At last, the process of going upstairs is difficult to be accurately defined 
and transformed in the DepthMapX, therefore each floor plan is analyzed separately.   

The value of integration is considered as the major index. The integration in the “walkable layer” is 
named as Walkable Integration (WI), and the Integration in the “visible layer” is named as Visible 
Integration (VI). The analysis results are showed in the figure 2 (“walkable layer”) and figure 3 
(“visible layer”). Clearly that the “visible layer” exhibits higher integration values. It indicates that 
both the visual connection and the pathway in the building influences spatial qualities and spatial 
morphological characteristics. 

 

 

Fig.2. Public Space with Walkable Integration (WI) 
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Fig.3. Public Space with Visible Integration (VI) 

 

3.2 Empirical Investigation Results 

Each spot marked during the investigation is referred to the Integration Maps, to acquire their 
particular values of the WI and VI. And the integration ranges of each public spaces are also listed 
together in table 2.  

 

Number 
of Public 

Space 

Range of Walkable 
Integration 

(WImin-WImax) 

Range of Visible 
Integration 

(VImin-VImax) 

Walkable 
Integration (WI) 
of Marked Spot 

Visible 
Integration (VI) 
of Marked Spot 

Learning 
Behavior 

P1 3.62323-5.01643 8.303213-11.72342 

5.15293  10.97923  N 
5.13323  8.89243  N 
4.34938  8.03657  N 
5.15434  10.96722  N 

P2 4.31302-5.16424 7.30900-9.35520 
5.19152  8.98434  N 
5.19777  9.04410  N 
5.18985  8.47439  N 

P3 4.31183-5.92005 8.03130-13.15008 4.35562  10.39521  N 
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5.33525  10.15425  N 
5.79442  10.58710  N 

P4 5.88005-6.90213 7.93701-11.99823 

5.88023  8.06526  N 
5.87989  8.27532  N 
5.92864  9.34958  N 
5.22324  8.47723  N 

P5 4.31034-5.94993 7.25725-9.17002 4.35032  8.67983  N 
4.31908  7.79007  N 

P6 4.16003-4.23098 9.63084-11.13274 

4.21332  10.21040  N 
4.22133  10.14340  N 
4.18012  10.06320  N 
4.21332  10.21040  N 
4.20115  9.93324  N 

P7 3.06736-3.07891 10.40683-14.27002 

3.06761  10.40000  N 
3.06746  10.40664  N 
3.06736  10.43532  N 
3.06715  11.05380  Y 

P8 4.81102-7.10335 5.16932-7.80001 

4.82331  5.16987  Y 
5.15924  6.99001  Y 
6.97012  7.02102  N 
7.05883  7.66891  Y 

P9 4.90032-6.83657 5.19325-7.65083 

6.81154  6.85430  Y 
6.73420  7.02111  Y 
6.73449  7.22011  Y 
4.80114  4.90841  Y 
4.89048  7.03129  Y 
4.86009  5.23113  Y 
5.56012  6.70032  Y 

P10 4.69029-6.82111 5.13098-8.08113 

4.69985  5.14338  Y 
4.78932  5.47118  Y 
4.75822  5.19034  Y 
4.70332  5.17923  Y 
4.73094  5.17385  Y 
6.74185  7.21918  Y 
4.79058  5.62943  Y 
4.75822  5.19034  Y 
4.75822  5.19034  Y 
4.70332  5.17923  Y 
4.73094  5.17385  Y 

P11 4.7022-6.93434 5.12091-7.96883 

4.79321  5.14008  Y 
4.80323  5.71082  Y 
4.79992  5.54115  Y 
4.79903  5.53882  Y 
4.92883  7.57983  Y 
4.73113  5.14429  Y 
5.01087  5.32270  N 
4.89112  5.16902  Y 
4.82921  5.55119  Y 

P12 4.87232-5.16541 7.82032-8.00791 
4.81217  7.90203  N 
4.84342  8.00121  N 
4.78330  7.89221  N 

P13 3.64225-5.13869 6.01322-6.27221 
4.86554  6.06658  N 
4.85512  6.04021  N 

P14 3.48575-4.88012 6.07032-6.15119 

4.64334  6.08922  Y 
4.86152  6.09983  N 
4.86152  6.09983  N 
4.68343  6.10114  N 

P15 5.62324-5.77221 6.08453-6.34441 5.76870  6.12223  N 
P16 4.58598-7.21383 7.69643-9.78231 7.16921  9.72221  N 

P17 5.49852-5.89889 9.5902-9.6481 
5.52313  9.59986  Y 
5.56144  9.60542  Y 

P18 6.04522-6.27822 8.93775-9.65135 6.04523  9.63115  N 
P19 4.16567-5.95703 3.24932-4.46607 None None N 
P20 6.63166-6.59423 6.67162-7.11344 None None N 

P21 6.31514-6.76012 6.64342-6.98932 
6.41234  6.67259  N 
6.45535  6.88934  N 
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6.52306  6.94322  N 

P22 6.59948-9.17832 7.26126-9.75647 

6.60170  7.25495  Y 
6.60839  7.25234  Y 
6.60006  7.24382  Y 
6.60504  7.25845  Y 
6.60616  7.26001  Y 
6.60727  7.26371  Y 
6.60342  7.25947  Y 
6.61003  7.26052  Y 
6.60724  7.25721  Y 
6.74332  7.26854  Y 
6.60727  7.26371  Y 
6.60616  7.26001  Y 
6.73687  8.67247  N 
6.67559  7.84259  N 
6.69998  7.95427  N 

P23 5.36201-7.70677 5.40105-7.87544 7.26725  5.47267  N 

P24 5.15961-7.02573 12.2077-15.87416 

5.21059  14.98384  N 
5.21304  13.31140  N 
5.14283  15.04641  N 
4.80369  15.49914  N 
5.07215  15.65023  N 
7.05255  15.83920  N 

P25 6.81626-7.48937 6.05216-7.22749 

7.14689  7.44055  Y 
7.15444  7.46071  Y 
6.51825  6.82719  Y 
6.51825  6.82719  Y 
6.05216  6.81427  Y 
6.51825  6.82719  Y 
7.13936  7.42638  Y 

P26 6.72373-11.0348 6.64269-10.1933 None None N 

Tab.2. Integration Values of Marked Spots 

 

3.3 Discussion 

To explore the tendency of spot selection (TSS) of the learning behavior, in this paper the formula is 
defined as: 

TSS(WI)= (WI - (WImax + WImin) / 2) / ( WImax - WImin) 

TSS(VI)= (VI - (VImax + VImin) / 2) / ( VImax - VImin) 

If TSS(WI) > 0, it means that the spot marked has a higher WI value than the average WI value within 
the particular public space. If TSS(WI) < 0, it means that the spot marked has a lower WI value than 
the average WI value within the particular public space. 

If TSS(VI) > 0, it means that the spot marked has a higher VI value than the average VI value within 
the particular public space. If TSS(VI) < 0, it means that the spot marked has a lower VI value than 
the average VI value within the particular public space.  

The results are shown in the figure 4. Within the rectangular coordinate system, the spots of Non-
learning Behavior is evenly distributed in four quadrants, while the spots of Learning Behavior mostly 
distributed in the Second Quadrant and Third Quadrant, especially in the Third Quadrant. It indicates 
that the spot selection of Non-learning Behavior is of no clear tendency of WI and VI, while spot 
selection of Learning Behavior is negatively correlated with both WI and VI, and it is more corelative 
with WI than VI.  
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Fig.4. Tendency of Spot Selection (TSS) 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

This research analyzes the public spaces within the college buildings with indices of integration in 
both “walkable layer” and “visible layer”, and investigates the learning behaviors happens within the 
selected public space. The results show that learning behaviors tend to happen at the spots that are less 
accessible and less visible, while accessibility is more relevant than visibility. As a comparison, non-
learning behavior exhibits no clear tendency for either accessibility or visibility.  

It is inferred to be related to the need for quietness. Learning behaviors require concentration, while 
spots with higher WI or VI lead to more underlying disturbance. As for the non-learning behavior 
such as chatting, playing with smart phones, etc. has no particular requirement for quietness.  

During architectural design, public space is often considered to be open, so as to provide more 
possibilities of spontaneous communication and public activities, while for college building, it is also 
significant to compose some public space with more boundaries so as to provide a better spatial 
quality specifically for self-access learning. 
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